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ABSTRACT:   
Background: Despite the advancement in acute ischemic stroke with large 
vessel occlusion (LVO), golden time is lost in assessment lengthy neurological 
examination and redundantly in the Emergency department, often after 
emergency medical service prehospital stroke scale evaluation indicating 
possible LVO. A simple acute ischemic stroke scale (AISS) of the cortical 
representations of the anterior circulation can rapidly predict LVO, saving 
precious time to initiate early intravenous tissue plasminogen activator and 
endovascular mechanical thrombectomy. We proposed an ASIS in the 
emergency department called Gaze Weakness Neglect Speech (GWNS) to 
evaluate its feasibility and predictability for the detection of LVO in anterior 
circulation in the emergency department. Additionally, to evaluate if time can 
be gained that has been lost in obtaining National Institute of Health stroke 
Scale (NIHSS) and computed tomographic angiography (CTA), avoiding 
unnecessary radiation.  
Methods: This is a prospective observational study. An institutional review 
board permission was obtained, and patient enrollment started in January 
2020 and ended in January 2021. Consecutive patients from January 2020 
to September 2021 were selected from the database. The GWNS stroke 
scale was used by stroke and vascular neurologist during the emergency 
triage. The GWNS stroke scale scores range from 0 to 4 (1 for positive 0 for 
negative). The GWNS stroke scale assesses gaze deviation or gaze 
preference (G), presence of any weakness (W), neglect/disregard (N), and 
any speech impairment (S). Demographic data, CTA/cerebral angiographic 
data, and scores from NIHSS were also collected. The collected data was 
analyzed by a biostatistician to determine the association between the 
GWNS scale score and LVO.  
Results: In our study,109 qualifying patients were selected. Fifty-eight 
patients had GWNS stroke scale score of 3 or 4, with 57 having confirmed 

LVO and 1 presenting after a seizure.  The GWNS stroke score ≥3 (0.86) 

correlated with LVO better than NIHSS (0.67), regardless of hemisphere side 
involvement. The GWNS stroke scale score of ≥3 also was effective in 
detection of proximal and distal blood vessels occlusion in the anterior 
circulation (Internal carotid artery, middle cerebral artery and its 

branches).  A GWNS stroke scale score of ≥3 with presence of gaze was the 
most predictive for LVO (0.9) followed by neglect/disregards (0.8). The time 
to obtain GWNS stroke scale was 1.5 minutes (range 1-3) and time to 
obtain/interpretation CTA was 41.3 +/- 7.4 minutes after emergency 
department arrival (range: 29-51 minutes). 
Conclusions: Our Gaze Weakness Neglect Speech stroke scale can be 
performed rapidly in the emergency department and is highly predictive of 
LVO in the internal carotid artery, middle cerebral artery and middle 
cerebral branches. A GWNS stroke scale score of ≥3 is highly predictive of 
LVO, especially when gaze or neglect is present. Patients can potentially 
bypass CTA or advanced imaging in future studies, saving precious time and 

millions of brain cells for better outcome. 
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Abbreviations  

AIS: acute ischemic stroke   
AISS: acute ischemic stroke scale   
AHA: American Heart Association   

ASPECT: Alberta Stroke Program Early CT Score   
CPSS: Cincinnati Prehospital Stroke Scale   
CIN: contrast-induced nephropathy   

CTA: computed tomography angiography   
DWI: Diffusion-weighted imaging   
ED: emergency department   
FAST-ED: Field Assessment Stroke Triage for 

Emergency Destination (FAST-ED)   
GWNS: Gaze Weakness Neglect Speech   
IVTPA: Intravenous Tissue Plasminogen Activator   

LVO: Large Vessel Occlusion   
mRS: Modified Rankin Scale   
EVMT: Endovascular Mechanical Thrombectomy   
VN: Vascular Neurologist  

NIHSS: National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale   

NPV: negative predictive value   
PPV: positive predictive value   
RACE: Rapid Arterial Occlusion Evaluation Scale   
 

Introduction:   
In an acute ischemic stroke (AIS) 

approximately 1.9 million cells die in each minute 
of waiting. Patients with a large vessel occlusion 
(LVO) have a higher chance of morbidity and 
mortality compared with those without LVO.1 
Additionally, approximately one third of patient 
with AIS may have LVO.1 The prestigious ground 
breaking randomized controlled trials (RCT)2-7 have 
demonstrated the highest level of evidence in 
medicine for the treatment and outcome of AIS with 
LVO up to 24 hours of symptoms and considered as 
a standard of care.8-10 The mortality and 
disabilities also have diminished significantly over 
the last 10 years as AIS with LVO are receiving 
endovascular mechanical thrombectomy (EVMT) in 
the extended period of time, especially after the 
results of previously mentioned positive clinical 
trials. State, local and national leadership 
organizations also embraced and acknowledged 
the need for stroke system care. Therefore, faster 
clinical detection of AIS patients with LVO and 
providing early perfusion therapy with EVMT may 
potentially continue to improve outcome. The more 
inclusive definition of large vessel occlusions (LVO) 
for the anterior circulation (AC), defined as a 
blockage to the International Carotid Artery 
Terminus (ICA-T) Middle cerebral artery (MCA) 
proximal (MCA-M1), MCA bifurcation (MCA-M2), 
MCA trifurcation (MCA-M3) including ICA origin 
occlusion with MCA thrombus, causes approximately 
a third of acute ischemic stroke (AIS). It is 

recommended to have door-to-needle time for 
intravenous thrombolytic to be under 60 minutes, 
preferably in 30 minutes and groin puncture for 
EVMT in 60 minutes who was last known normal 
within 4.5 hours.9 Brain imaging is recommended 
within 20 minutes, consisting of computed 
tomography (CT) and CTA/CT perfusion 
(CTP)/diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) may 
require if EVMT criteria are met.6,7 The highest 
recommendation of ET criteria recommends a 
patient: have a pre-stroke modified Rankin score 
(mRS) of 0-1; have a causative LVO, be over 18 
years old, have a National Institutes of Health 
Stroke Scale (NIHSS) of ≥6; have an Alberta Stroke 
Program Early CT Score (ASPECTs) of ≥6; have 
groin access within 6 hours of onset.4 The DAWN 
and DUFUSE criteria of clinical imaging mismatch 
consider penumbra and NIHSS to further expand ET 
to 24 hours in select patients.6,7 

Even with15 minute delay in EVMT in the 
triage of the emergency department (ED) can 
significantly affect the functional outcomes for 64 
out of 1000 individuals.11 Five trials have 
demonstrated that both intravenous activated tissue 
plasminator activator (IVTPA) and EVMT are 
significantly linked to better outcomes with each 
hour saved, resulting in improved modified rankin 
scale (mRS) in 90 days and greater functional 
independence.2-7 In thrombolytic found to be almost 

4 times more effective at 1 hour than at 3 hours.12   
Prehospital screens have been used to 

expedite EVMT for LVO by bringing patients to 
facilities with EVMT capabilities. The validated 
prehospital screens include the Cincinnati 
Prehospital Stroke Scale (CPSS), the Field 
Assessment Stroke Triage for Emergency 
Destination (FAST-ED), and Rapid Arterial Occlusion 
Evaluation (RACE).13 These screens requisite 
confirmatory imaging with CTA for definitive LVO 
diagnosis. Additionally, many stroke patients arrive 
at ER without ambulance and without pre-hospital 
LVO screening. Nonetheless, the NIHSS is still done 
by a doctor trained in stroke care in the hospital 
setting as required by the stroke accreditation 
organizations further delaying EVMT and creating 
redundancy in LVO evaluation.14,15 However, these 
validated tests have repeatedly shown that they 
are equal or superior to the NIHSS at predicting 
LVO, while being shorter and more 
straightforward.13-15 There are limitations of NIHSS 
and other prehospital scales in identifying LVO in 
the posterior circulation, which can limit EVMT 

candidacy.   
 Current American Heart Association (AHA) 

guidelines provide 1a evidence for thrombectomy 
in patients with a NIHSS score of ≥ 6 with 
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corroborating imaging.13 The time to perform and 
evaluate these tests significantly delays EVMT. A 
hospital test that can circumvent the need for a CTA, 
NIHSS evaluation, and is more predictive of LVO 
could significantly improve patient outcomes. We 
absolutely agree that all stroke patients deserve a 
comprehensive neurological evaluation using an 
NIHSS. However, its utilization in the setting of AIS 
with LVO detection and treatment may potentially 
delay and miss crucial cortical signs that are not 
included in NIHSS. Our study evaluates the use of a 
proposed AISS in the ED/hospital called GWNS, 
which rapidly identifies LVO. The GWNS scale is a 
simple AISS of cortical representations of the AC 
that is designed to rapidly predict LVO so that 
EVMT for early perfusion therapy can be initiated. 
This study evaluates the feasibility and predictivity 
of the GWNS stroke scale by comparing it to the 
NIHSS in identifying LVO like an 
electrocardiography (EKG) in acute myocardial 
infarction (AMI).  Additionally, we would like to 
evaluate if precious time and radiation could have 
been saved if GWNS stroke scale would have been 
used EVMT for prefusion therapy without obtaining 

CTA.   

   
Methods:  

This is a prospective observation study on 
acute ischemic stroke.  Institutional review board 
approval was obtained to begin enrolling patients 
in January 2020, and enrollment is ongoing. 

Consecutive patients with AIS with the suspicion of 
LVO were selected from January 2020 to 

September 2021. All patients received an initial 
NIHSS from the triaging physician. Additionally, the 
GWNS scale was also performed by the triaging 
vascular neurologist involved in the GWNS clinical 
study. As part of the protocols, during triage, all 

patients with NIHSS 6 or higher and/or suspicion of 
LVO including presence of gaze or neglect, 

received CTA head and neck in our study.  Patient 
with LVO based on the CTA underwent MT. Patient 
all data including time of onset or last known 
normal, presenting ASPECT on CT head, CTA results, 
time to perform GWNS scale, time to perform CTA 
with interpretation were collected prospectively. 

 Data was analyzed by a biostatistician using 
Minitab statistical software in the medical field to 
determine the association of NIHSS and GWNS 

stroke scale score with the presence of LVO.   
The GWNS stroke scale (Table 1) is a 

binary scale scored either 0 or 1 for a range of 0-
4 points, with 0 being negative and 1 being 
positive. Gaze is positive if gaze deviation/ 
preference is present. Weakness is positive if there 
is any muscular weakness present. Neglect is 
positive if there is any neglect or disregard present. 
Speech is positive if there is any aphasia or 
dysarthria present. GWNS was utilized by a stroke 
fellowship-trained vascular neurologist during 
triage in the emergency department (ED).  

 
 Table 1: GWNS Scale  

Item GWNS Score 

GAGE deviation or preferences  
Absent 
Present 

  
0 
1 

Any weakness 
No  
Drift or some effort against gravity 

0  
1 

Neglect/Disregard/Extinction  
Absent 
Presence  

  
0 
1 

Any Speech impairment: aphasia/dysarthria  
Absent 
Present 

  
0 
1 

Total GWNS Score  
4 
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Statistical analysis:  
The correlation coefficient is a statistical 

measure that indicates the strength and direction of 
the relationship between two variables. Correlation 
is measured on a scale from -1 to 1, where -1 
indicates a perfect negative correlation, 0 indicates 
no correlation, and 1 indicates a perfect positive 
correlation. In this case, we are interested in the 
correlation between LVO (large vessel occlusion) 
and several other variables: NIHSS (National 
Institutes of Health Stroke Scale), GWNS (Gaze, 
Weakness, Neglect, Speech), Gaze, and Neglect. 
The correlation between LVO and NIHSS is 0.669 
(0.67), which indicates a moderately positive 
relationship between the two variables. The 
correlation between LVO and GWNS stroke scale 
score is 0.859 (0.86), indicating a strong positive 
relationship. The correlation between LVO and 
Gaze is 0.888 (0.9), which suggests a very strong 
positive relationship between the two variables. 
Finally, the correlation between LVO and Neglect is 
0.8, indicating a strong positive relationship. These 
correlation coefficients table shows that the NIHSS, 
GWNS, GAZE, and Neglect are predictors to the 
LVO because of the strength relationship between 
them. 

 
 

Results   
In our study 109 qualifying patients were 

selected (52% women). In the ED, the presenting 
mean age was 70.32 +/- 15 yrs. The median 
baseline GWNS was 3 (range 1-4), median NIHSS 
was 12 (range 1-27), median ASPECT was 9 (range 
4-10) in those who had CTA during triage based on 
suspected LVO. In our prospective cohort, LVO was 

detected in 44% of qualifying patients.    
In our prospective cohort, 58 patients had 

GWNS stroke scale score of 3 or 4, with 57 having 
confirmed LVO accept one who presented after a 
seizure. Of the confirmed LVO patients, 57 had 
either gaze deviation or preference, as well as 
weakness and/or speech impairment. However, 
only 46 had demonstrated neglect at presentation. 
Neglect was linked to right hemispheric LVO in all 
patients. No patient with only weakness and/or 
speech impairment had LVO if they lacked gaze 
and neglect, which is a very important finding in our 
study. The GWNS stroke scale score predicted LVO 
better (0.85) than NIHSS (0.67), regardless of 
hemisphere side involvement. A GWNS stroke scale 
score of ≥3 with gaze was the most predictive for 
LVO (0.9) followed by presence of neglect 
(0.8). (Table 2)

Table 2: Correlations 

  Age gender NIHSS 
GWNS 
score Gaze Weakness Neglect Speech 

 
BmRS ASPECT LVO 

gender: 
Male 1, 

-0.074       

              

NIHSS 0.24 0.003     
              

GWNS 
score 

0.212 0.091 0.744   
              

Gaze 0.143 0.025 0.658 0.83 
              

Weakness 0.115 0.142 0.389 0.542 0.275       
      

Neglect 0.247 0.01 0.609 0.805 0.839 0.246     
      

Speech 0.111 0.009 0.445 0.604 0.272 0.311 0.221   
      

B mRS 0.245 0.093 0.164 0.15 0.163 0.124 0.101 0.113 
      

ASPECT -0.157 0.061 -
0.446 

-
0.449 

-
0.386 

-0.265 -0.352 -0.194 -
0.055 

    

LVO 0.104 0.072 0.669 0.859 0.888 0.344 0.8 0.335 0.109 -0.445   

Right or 
left Ri 

0.145 0.115 0.654 0.777 0.801 0.308 0.697 0.307 0.153 -0.419 0.907 

Distributions of the LVOs; RM1=18; RM2=6; LM1=17; LM2=8; LM3=3; RICA origin occlusion with RM1=3, LICA origin 
occlusion with LM1=3; LICA origin=1 and LCC origin=1.   
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The time to obtain GWNS stroke scale was 
1.5 minutes (range 1-3) and time to obtain with 
interpretation of CTA was 41.3 +/- 7.4 minutes 

after ED arrival (range: 29-51 minutes). We are 
presenting 3 cases who were enrolled using GWNS 
stroke scale and underwent EVMT.   

First case (Figure 1); 81 Y/O women last 
known normal 12 hours ago, presented AIS with 
NIHSS 19 and GWNS stroke scale score of 4 due 
to the occlusion of right ICA-T thrombus confirmed 
by CTA. Patient Underwent EVMT using zoom 
suction device; TICI 3 perfusion achieved in 10 
minutes from groin puncture.   

 
 
Second case (Figure 2A-B); 66 Y/O man 

with history of hypertension, hyperlipidemia and 
smoking found down in his apartment. Last known 
normal was 24 hours. Presentation GWNS stroke 
scale score was 3 and NIHSS 14. CTA identified left 
ICA occlusion at the origin and thrombus in left 
MCA-M1. Patient aspect was 7 and underwent 
EVMT. He received 300 mg rectal aspirin, and his 
blood pressure was kept 140 mm Hg to 180 mm Hg 
until ICA was revascularized. Blood pressure was 

brought down close to 140 mm Hg or lower during 
and after retrieval of clot from MCA. Patient 
required 3 balloon angioplasties before advancing 
balloon guide to the ICA. An intermediate catheter 
along with a stent retriever device was used. 
Inflation of balloon guide and suction through the 
intermediate catheter and balloon guide were 
obtained using trap technique resulting in complete 
perfusion.   

 

https://esmed.org/MRA/index.php/mra/article/view/3865
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Third case (Figure 3 A-F): 65 Y/O women 

last known normal 12 hours ago, presenting with 
GWNS stroke scale score of 3 (right gage 
preference, left hemiparesis and right neglect) and 

NIHSS 7 due to the right M3/4 thrombus, underwent 
EVMT using similar strategies as described in 2nd 
case. 
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Patient number 4 (Figure 4 A-D): 69 Y/O man 
presented to a stroke center 24 hours ago with 
initial NIHSS 7 and GWNS stroke scale score of 3 
(right gage preference, mild left hemiparesis and 
right neglect). Patients received aspirin and 
clopidogrel including standard treatment. 24 hours 

later, no improvement but NIHSS 11 now and still 
GWNS 3. A careful review of CTA demonstrated 
right M3 thrombus. Patient was transferred to our 
hospital and underwent perfusion therapy using 
EVMT. Patient was discharged home in 48 hours 
with NIHSS 0.  

 
Discussion:   

This is the first in hospital/ER AISS of LVO 
in our knowledge that could be performed in few 
minutes and highly predictive of LVO. We found 

that GWNS scale score ≥3 was associated with 
LVO outperforming NIHSS irrespective of the side 

of lesion. Our GWNS scale score ≥3 with the 
presence of gaze predicted the highest in the 
detection of LVO followed by presence of 
neglect/disregards. Therefore, faster triage and 
treatment of patients with GWNS scale may 
potentially streamline ER stroke care for LVO with 
improved outcome (Table 2). Statistical measures of 
scales for LVO must be considered in the context of 
how quickly a patient was presented. However, our 
test was directly compared against a NIHSS control, 
outperforming it in ways that previous.13-15 
However, true comparison is not possible as our 
GWNS is in hospital and others are prehospital.   

If we look at all positive trials2-7 that 
leading to the EVMT as a standard of care in 
extended time.8-10 Despite the benefit in the trials2-

7 a large number of patients treated with EVMT 
were not benefited despite the perfusion therapy. 
In MRCLEAN trial,2 patients with AIS with LVO were 
enrolled either in the IVTPA alone arm or with EVMT 
within 6 hours of symptoms onset. Functional 
outcome (mRS <2) with IVTPA and EVMT arm was 

32% compared to 19% in the IVTPA alone group, 
meaning despite benefit, 68% of the EMVT arm did 
not achieve good functional outcome. In EXTENT-IA 
trial;3 70 patients in 14 centers in Australia and 
New Zealand received IVTP within 4.5 hours were 
randomized within six hours after CT, CTA, and CTP 
(CT perfusion). Recanalization in IVTPA plus 
Endovascular arm was 100% compared to IVTPA 
alone at 37%. Seventy one percent in the combined 
group achieved good functional outcome (mRS<2) 
compared to only 40% in IVTPA alone, indication 
29% in the combined arm didn’t achieve good 
outcome. In the ESCAPE trial,4 patients were 
selected based on CT head with ASPECT > 6 and 
LVO on CTA. Good functional outcome (mRS<2) 
was observed to be 53% in Endovascular arm 
compared to 29% in the IVTPA arm, reflecting that 
47% with EVMT had poor outcome based on the 
definition. Similarly, in the REVASCAT trial;5 
patients enrolled in EVMT arm demonstrated good 
functional outcome of 43.7% compared to 28.2% 
in IVTPA arm, meaning 56.3% in EVMT arm had 
poor functional outcome. The trial that have 
enrolled patients up to 24 hours as a late arrival 
(DEFUSE, DAWN) also have demonstrated that 
despite good perfusion not all achieved good 
outcome.  In the DEFUSE 3 trial,6 182 patients with 
pre-stroke modified Rankins score of 0-2, 
presenting NIHSS > 6 were enrolled for 6 to 16 

https://esmed.org/MRA/index.php/mra/article/view/3865
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hours groin puncher for EVMT using diffusion 
perfusion mismatch (RAPID software) of 1.8 or 
more. Recanalization in the endovascular arm was 
78% compared to only 18% in medical arm. Good 
functional outcome (mRS<2) was 45% in 
Endovascular arm compared to the medical arm 
17%. Additionally, mortality was only 14% in the 
endovascular arm compared to 26% in the medical 
arm. Both good outcomes and mortality were 
significantly better in Endovascular arm compared 
to the medical arm. The number needed to treat for 
positive benefit was 2.0, OR 2.8 (1.6-4.7), 
p<0.0001, Adjusted OR 3.4 (2.0-5.8), p<0.0004). 
This was a revolutionary trial which demonstrated 
positive results for the late arrival of AIS with LVO. 
If we look carefully, in DUFUSE trial, 55% patients 
in the EVMT did not achieved good functional 
outcome. The DAWN trial7 went further to enroll 
patients for EVMT within 24 hours including wakeup 
strokes. This was the final game changer trial for 
AIS with LVO that gave a solid platform for 
treatment of late arrival of stroke patients. The 90 
days functional outcome (mRS<2) was 49% in 
endovascular arm compared to only 13% in the 
medical arm, again demonstrating that despite 
excellent results, 51% patients in EVMT arm didn’t 
have good clinical outcome. Hypothetically 
speaking, above gold standard studies with positive 
results have used traditional triage/transfer and 
evaluation using NIHSS and have used advanced 
imaging of CT/CTA/CTP/DWI to confirm LVO and 
selection of patients requiring longer time that might 
be responsible for loosing ischemic penumbra and 
not achieving good function in a large number of 
patients. However, the ischemic penumbra is 
dynamic and multiple factors are responsible to 
keep the penumbra alive; presence of collaterals, 
age, presenting blood pressure and individual 
tolerability of ischemia for the brain tissue. 
Hypothetically speaking, if patients are selected 
with faster AIS with LVO scale and received early 
perfusion therapy, it is likely that more patients, 
could have been benefited with perfusion therapy 
in the trials. However, one cannot definitely depict 
the outcome at it is multifactorial and it is not the 
scope in our study.  

Our GWNS stroke scale also was 
significantly faster than the hospital performed 
NIHSS. The time required to obtain a CTA with 
interpretation of our study raises questions about its 
necessity, with GWNS stroke scale score correctly 
identifying LVO in 57 out of 58 patients before 
imaging. In those patients that do not meet the 
eligibility criteria for ET, CTA is used to provide 
information on patient eligibility without an 
evaluation of creatinine, creating the potential for 
further harm.8,16 With a median time of 41 minutes 

for a CTA with interpretation, significant time is 
being lost. Bypassing CTA and using non-contrast CT 
with GWNS stroke scale uses fewer hospital 
resources and avoids additional harm from 
exposure of radiation and contrast. In addition, 
some patients might be precluded from CTA based 
on preexisting renal impairments. Others might be 
tested for creatinine before CTA, if physicians are 
not adhering to evidence-based practices, further 
delaying EVMT in both scenarios. Although the 
incidence of contrast-induced nephropathy (CIN) in 
those patients without risk factors is low, CIN can be 
associated with increased morbidity.16,17 These 
added from CIN, preclusion from EVMT, delays in 
assessment of creatinine all have the possibility to 

greatly impact patient outcomes.    
The GWNS stroke scale gives precedence 

to the major anterior cortical objective signs, 
significantly simplifying and shortening the triage 
process. The GWNS stroke scale is different from 
prehospital and NIHSS exams, as it gives equal 
importance to all four of its elements, without 
differentiating them based on severity (Table 1). 
Many components of NIHSS do not represent 
cortical sign, subjective and more importantly, gaze 
and neglect are not a part of NIHSS.  Our GWNS 
stroke scale employs broader and simpler 
language compared to other LVO scales. For 
example, weakness is defined as any present 
weakness, gaze is equivalent to preference, neglect 
includes any sensory modalities and is equivalent to 
disregard, and speech is any speech deficit and is 
equivalent to dysarthria. In direct comparison, 
NIHSS is very bloated for LVO detection. It contains 
many points that are not represented in cortical 
strokes, which are the main territories affected by 
LVO. The ≥6 cut off for EVMT would not be met by 
NIHSS if, for example, someone had a left arm 
motor drift (1 point), mild aphasia (1 point), and 
visual inattention/neglect (1 point). This same 
patient would score 3 in GWNS stroke scale and 
would be in the group found to be the most 

predictive for LVO (ROC 0.9) in our study.  
While the prehospital and NIHSS scores 

have their merits, they also have limitations that 
could affect patient access to ET and IVTPA. The 
NIHSS and prehospital scales are limited in their 
ability to fully encompass LVO. The NIHSS tends to 
do well at identifying anterior LVO in the first 6 
hours, with a peak positive predictive value (PPV) 
of 86.4%, a score of 9 at 3 hours, and 84.4% with 
a score of 7 at 6 hours.13,18 Kesinger et al. 
demonstrated a lower sensitivity at 52% and a high 

specificity with the NIHSS.  However, the NIHSS 
tends to poorly identify posterior LVO. Its PPV tends 
to deteriorate over time, especially evaluating for 
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LVO after 6 hours.19 The NIHSS is lengthy, time-
consuming, and requires a steeper learning curve 
for training, resulting in a greater potential for 
scoring variability, especially in fast-paced 
environments like the ED15 GWNS stroke scale, by 
comparison, has a shallow learning curve.  

Prehospital stroke scales for LVO have 
significant advantages over the NIHSS, being 
quicker and less complex to perform. However, the 
studies that have validated these scales have 
limitations, and there is heterogeneity in the 
methods used to evaluate their efficacy (20). 
Specifically, many of these studies have varying 
definitions of LVO, with some including the posterior 

circulation and others not.13,14,20   
The FAST-ED scale uses a point system 

similar to the NIHSS but assigns fewer points for 
facial palsy, arm weakness, and severe speech 
changes and it assigns equal points for eye 
deviation that differentiates between partial and 
forced, and denial and neglect.13 Lima et al. 
analyzed the FAST-ED in the hospital setting and 
found it comparably accurate to the NIHSS and 
more accurate than RACE and CPSS with statistical 
significance in the latter two (FAST-ED: .81, NIHSS: 
.90, RACE .77, CPS: .75).13 Their study also found 
that a FAST-ED score of 4 or greater had a similar 
specificity and sensitivity to a NIHSS score of 10 or 
greater. Like the GNWS, FAST-ED can quickly 
detect and rule out LVO with just a few point 
differences. However, FAST-ED is not superior to 
NIHSS in its ability to predict LVO. The RACE scale 
has good sensitivity and specificity in field has 
limitations in LVO diagnosis.14 Its validity was tested 
using transcranial Doppler, which is not the standard 
of care.8 RACE gives greater weight to motor 
symptoms, making it less effective in distinguishing 
between small vessel occlusions (SVO) and LVO, as 
motor symptoms can also indicate subcortical 
strokes. It only assigns one point for gaze deviation, 
which GWNS showed to be highly predictive of 
LVO. RACE also narrows its definition of aphasia to 
only comprehensive aphasia, missing the other 
aphasias associated with LVO. RACE’s point system 
gives greater weight to right-hemisphere symptoms, 
but these symptoms are known to have lower PPV 
have lower PPV.14  RACE performs similar to NIHSS 
for LVO, like FAST-ED. RACE of ≥6 has a sensitivity 
of .85 and specificity of .68, and PPV of .42, 
negative predictive value (NPV) of .94 in detecting 

LVO.    
 As we mentioned before, a true 

comparison of our GWNS stroke scale with FAST-
ED or RACE is not scientific. Because GWNS stroke 
scale in an in hospital/ER AISS of LVO and FAST-ED 
and RACE are field/pre-hospital AIS of LVO. Both 

performed by EMS personnel and based on the 
suspicion score of LVO, patients are bought to the 
thrombectomy capable or comprehensive stroke 
center ER for further evaluations with NIHSS 
followed by CT and CTA leading to confirm LVO 
and ET, which potentially may delay the perfusion 
therapy. On the other hand, GWNS stroke scale 
directly evaluates all patients in the ER in less than 
3 minutes and highly predicts LVO if score ≥3. 
Interestingly, in our study, if GWNS stroke scale 
score was less than 3, none of the patients had LVO 
confirmed by CTA, making GWNS stroke scale 
score ≥3 a very reliable predictor of LVO. 
Therefore, an AIS patient with GWNS stroke scale 
score ≥3 with an acceptable ASPECT score can 
directly be taken for EVT with or without 
thrombolytic based on the eligibility criteria, cutting 
down time and avoiding radiation and contrast 
(Table 3). The author had a pilot trial21 in which 
patients were directly taken to EVMT without 
thrombolytic with 3 hours of symptoms onset and 
have demonstrated feasibility and good outcome.21 
Most recent trials22,23 have demonstrated that the 
driver of good outcome in AIS with LVO is early 
perfusion with EVMT;22,23 patient who underwent 
EVMT without intravenous thrombolytic have similar 
good functional outcome comparted with those 
received thrombolytic before EVMT. We have 
initiated GWNS direct study in which patients will 
be randomized either directly to EVMT if patients 
GWNS stroke scale score ≥3 after a plain CT or 
CT and CTA to confirm LVO followed by 
endovascular mechanical thrombectomy to evaluate 
that if the GWNS-direct arm is associated with 
early perfusion and good outcome.   

   

Limitations of study:   
Previous studies by Heldner and Kesinger 

have shown that AISS tends to have decreasing PPV 
as time passes in cases of true LVO.18,19 Our study, 
conducted in a hospital setting, may have higher 
predictivity due to being performed later in the 
patient course. However, comparing it directly to 
the NIHSS controls for this effect. The GWNS stroke 
scale was performed by a trained vascular 
neurologist, and its efficacy should be evaluated by 
other professionals. The study was conducted in a 
single center that may have longer transport times 
due to its geographic location, potentially 
increasing the accuracy of any AISS due to delays 
in patient presentation.18  Additionally, GWNS 
stroke scale is only implacable for LVO in the 
anterior circulation, not for the posterior 
circulation.   
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Future implications:   
Other studies have shown high agreement 

with the NIHSS in both prehospital and hospital 
settings, indicating that a simpler AISS like GWNS 
stroke scale could be easily used by other providers 
in the ED for quicker and more continuous care. 
While the GWNS stroke scale was evaluated by a 
trained vascular neurologist, it needs further 
evaluation among providers in both the prehospital 
and hospital setting. Other studies have found 
success with EVMT outside of NIHSS <6, suggesting 
the potential use of GWNS stroke scale without a 
NIHSS score.24  Further Studies are needed to 
explore the potential benefits of bypassing CTA in 
patients with GWNS stroke scale of ≥3. The use of 
GWNS stroke scale in other hospital systems and 
different geographic areas can add validity to its 
hospital use. Direct comparisons with other 
prehospital scores in the prehospital setting could 

provide insight into expanding its use.   

Conclusions:   
Our proposed GWNS scale is an AISS of 

LVO that is fast, feasible and highly predictive of 
LVO in the emergency department/hospital. 
Additionally, triaging and treating AIS with LVO 
using GWNS scale score, we may save golden time 
in AIS avoiding CTA and exposure to unnecessary 
radiation. The GWNS stroke scale outperformed 
the NIHSS in the detection of LVO despite NIHSS 
being the gold standard for comprehensive 
evaluation of a stroke patient, which must be 
performed after initial triage of LVO in the anterior 

circulation. The GWNS scale is not a substitution for 
NIHSS, but during an ultrafast triage of AIS with 
LVO, GWNS scale may help tremendously for 
early detection and perfusion therapy (Table 1). 
Further studies are needed to see if early perfusion 
therapy using GWNS scale score improves 
outcomes, which we are conduction now.    
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